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Research on enclosure form and a feeling of privacy of the detached housing outdoor space
Yoshio TAKESIMA and Mutsumi SUMITOMO

Comparison of behavioral patterns from viewpoints of moving ability, transfer ability and degree of
dementia
Studies on environment for the wheelchair users
Takao OTSUKA, Yoshiro Saito, Kentaro YAMAGUCHI, Mari KINUKAWA and Ken MIURA

Analysis on nursing activities in a step-down care unit
Ying ZHOU and Yasushi NAGASAWA

The autistic person's behavioral disorder and their living space in facilities
Kokichi CHIBANA

A description of evaluation formulae by learning case examples with interactive inference and to see
the alternative set
Daisuke MATSUMOTO and Junro MUNEMOTO

A study on goal image support tool for the method of a city reproduction part II
—A case study
Hiroshi SEKIYA, Atsushi OKAI and Masami KOBAYASHI

Regional characteristics and typification on the wooden storehouse construction of close-set pillars
Takashi KUROSAKA, Kunihiro ANDO, Taichi OKIMOTO and Kanzumi KARUHICHI

A motion characteristics passing through the opening of fire equipment
Kenji TATEBE, Tomoroshi SANO, Ichiro HAGIWARA, Masahiko HONMA, Yoisho MIMURA and Seiji UCHIYAMA

Comparative study on outdoor behavior of children in Vietnamese residential areas and Korean and area
complexes
Study on concept of environmental resources and behavior-resource relationships
Jun-o YUN, byungho MIN, Michihito KITA and Kano FUNAHASHI

Changes of place-constructing around the office in case of environmental transition—Case study of
office-moving from kanda to shinagawa, tokyo
Daisuke HAYASHIDA, Kano FUNAHASHI, Takashi SUZUKI and Michihito KITA

Calculation of the distance function for the elements of architecture facade considering atmosphere
Yasushi KAWASAKI

Feasibility study of area of rescue assistance in terms of staircase size of medical and welfare
facilities
A study on evacuation planning for the disabled in the lower-extremities
Mikiyo FUJIMOTO, Hidemasa YOSHIMURA, Shiro KASHIHARA, Takashi YOKOTA and Tadao IIDA

Waterfront market network and product distribution system in amphiwa neighborhood
—The study of sustainable agriculture-based society in meaglong lower basin
Teruaki TACHIKATRACHORN and Tatsuru SHIGEMURA

Regional images extracted from spatial distribution of building names
Toshihiro OSARIG and Kenichi OGAWA

A study on the possibility of community management of street space (sidewalk)—A study on the
possibility of community management of building members of public space
Takashi KUROSAKA, Kunihiro ANDO, Taichi OKIMOTO and Kanzumi KARUHICHI

A study on process of development of stores and works with informational dispatch function and on
network at traditional craft place
Maneyasu KOMORI and Shini NOJIMA

Identifying regal matter of japanese architect contracts: contracts between owner and architect
Masato TAKAHASHI

A study of the relation between sense of values and residential evaluation
Masaomi CHOI and Yasushi ASAMI

Situation and necessity of an administrative policy in the local government to condominium management
A study on the administrative policy for condominium management of the local government
Makoto KITAGAWA and Naoko OCHI

A study on the judgment of renewal point for sanitary equipment in office buildings
Based on the analysis of the fixtures flow rates
Goro SEKI, Kazumasa OHSUGI, Saburo MURAKAWA, Hiroshi SUZUKI and Hiroshi TAKATA

The repair of kumamoto castle by kato tadahiro and kumamato-jotenshu
A study on kumamoto castle in the kato family's days (part 3)
Masashi ONO and Takashi KITANO

The study of housing society in yokohama-city which was affected from the earthquake disaster at
taisho-are
—A basic study on "housing society" (3)—
Yohtsu FUJITA, Ryojiro MIYAZA and Seizo UCHIDA

A study on forming process of kitchen in japan
Assertion and proposal of architects in postwar
Keiko KITAGAWA and Naoko OHKAKI

A study on the building process of yasukawa's residence and its evolution
A study on the yasukawa's residence part 1
Yasushi HIGUMA and Masaki MIYAMOTO

The design of the japanese pavilion at panama-pacific international exposition in san francisco, 1915
Masahiro MISHIMA

On the basic composition and its changes of thuong dien of the buddhist temple in northern vietnam
Akie OYAMA, Yutaka SHIGEUDA and Masao KATAGIRI

"The amarna-type house a" in the malqata palace at the western bank of luxor
Architectural studies
on the amarna-type house in ancient egypt
Takaharu ENDO

A survey of the steas of the aspledeion in mesene
Ryuzo YOSHITAKE, Yoshihisa HAYASHIDA and Juko ITO

The character of private urban renewal in the early meiji period
The urban space of edo and tokyo in the transition from early modern ages to modern times
Megumi MATSUMOTO

A study about the restoration situation of the historical building in yantai city, china
Investigation study on restoration of the historical cultural heritage of asia part 1
Ye-teh LIN and Akihiko KUROYANAGI